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can be regMded as the stand&l'd deviation of tho 
distribution of f(r + M) - r], 688wning the two 
terms to be uncorrelated, e.nd will be further referred 
to as a,. The constant will be called b. 

Marriott' has shown that this equation lee.de to 
rather imple.usible consequences: (I) Although when 
the threshold is defined by a criterion such as 80 per 
cent of positive responses, /:i l will decrease as the area 
incree.ses (causing a, to decrease), as Gregory' found, 
this will not be true when the criterion: is 50 per cent 
positive responses, in which case thre_shold ~11 . be 
independent of changes in area. (2) With a criterion 
such as 20 per cent, !JJ decreases as the area decreaseR 
(a, incree.seR). It might be e.dded (3) that thou~h 
the threshold will stay constant deRp1te chang~s. m 
area with a fi0 per cent criterion, the false po,;nt1ve 
rate will decrease as the area increases. Conse
quently, Marriott rejects the approxim~tions to 
Ricco's and Piper's laws for areal BI.UllIIlat1on at ~he 
absolute threshold whicli Cane and Gregory derive 
from their 688umptions. 

The modification of the equation in a way suggested 
by the theory of signal detectability appears capab~e 
of a.voiding these difficulties. In place of Gregory s 
assumption that a fixed difference between impulse
rates (or whatever central effects of the st,imuli 
determine the responses) is required by the brain to 
establish discrimination, let us suppose that tho 
discrimination mechanism operates to give maximum 
detection consistent with a limiting rate of false 
poRitive responses. In this case the value of C will 
not be constant, but must be defined as a function of 
a,. Let us therefore replace it by ma., where tho 
value of m determines the proportion of false positives. 
Thus, when m = 2, tho false positive rate would. ho 
approximately equal to 2 ·5 per cent. The equation 
for the threshold can now be expressed as : 

[(r + /:ir) -- r] = (m + /,)a, (2) 

Asswning that the distribution of [(r --'- .:lr) - i·J is 
approximately normal, b is tho nonnal dev~e.to 
correRponding to the frequency of reRpOnse reqmred 
to define the threshold. When this is fi0 por cent, 
b = O and the right-hand terms reduce to ma,. Thus 
the threshold is still directly proportional to a,, Ho 
that it will vary with area just as when it. is defined 
by .e.n 80 per ce~t requireme~t. Thi~ meets Marriott's 
first point. When the reqwrement 1s 20 per cent, the 
equation becomes (r + /:ir) - r = (m - b)a., where 
b is the normal deviate corresponding to 80 per cent 
negative responses. In this case too the threshold 
will decrease SB a, decreases, that ill, as tho area 
inoreases, thus meeting tho second obje_ction. More
over so long SB the response-rate reqmred to define 
the threehold exceedR the falso positive rate, {m - I,) 
will be positive. 

Even though the threshold equation in the form 
above meets Marriot.t's objections, there is still 
reason to doubt the derivation of Ricco's and Piper's 
laws, based on the assumption that r is proportional 
to log(/ + k), which is offered by Cane e.nd Gregory, 
where k is a constant assumed by Gregory to represent 
the internal noise of the system. A very similar result 
is given by equation (2) to that obtained by Cane and 
Gregory with equation (I). At the absolute threshold, 
where I = O, taking exponents in equation (2), anrl 
ignoring A ,, which is the total viRual field, we get. : 

I + ~I = e (m + b)V"'.i-11
• (:l) 

Defining the unit of I so that k = l, and puttifi!! 
(m + b)Vi ,= d, we get for the absolute threRhold: 

l:il = d/A 1 t• + d1/2A + d"/6A•1•... (4) 

Cane and Gregory obtain Ricco's law by multiplying 
throughout by A , and Piper's law by multiplying 
by A 1 1•. In each case a constant appears among 
the terms on the right. However, it has been pointed 
out to me by Dr. Marriott (private communication) 
that in the first case it is the second term (as given in 
equation (4)) which provides tho constant and in tho 
second case the first term. This causeB the following 
difficulty : the values of the term11 on the righ1. 
depend on t-he values of both d e.nd A. While d and 
A can have values such that the firAt term iR con
siderably larger than any othor term, and rlecrerum 
in tho value of A will increase the size of the second 
tenn relative to the first term, it will causo the value;; 
of other terms to increaso as well, and at no time wiJI 
the second term be more than a fraction of the total 
value of l:il (for example, if d = l, A = 10, tho finlt-
terms are 0 ·3, 0 ·05, 0 ·005 .... If A iR mado 0 · J, tho 
terms are 3 ·2, 5 ·0, 5 ·3 ... ). '.I.1ms the unmodified 
assumption of a simple logarithmic transformation 
of the stimulus, so far from leading to Ricco's law, 
appears to exclude it. 
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SOCIOLOGY 

Conflicting Hypotheses on the Growth 
of World Population 

OVER .the past twenty thousand years, t,ho logarithm 
of human population of small areas Huch as England 
and \Vales-when plotted against time-show,; 
two or more special upsurges, or kinks ; for example, 
duo to the introduction of agriculture, or since 
A.D. 1500. One may recognize three main demo
graphic stages•. With the same idea., Prof. E. 8. 
Deevey of Yale proposes a striking plot of total world 
population, featuring two such kinks in a very pro
nounced manner•. But the "overall geographical 
speed of cultural diffusion", in early times, was slow; 
often between 0 ·fi and 5 km. per annum•. Conse
quently different small areas had the~ main ~inkfl 
at widely different, times ; and they will practwally 
disappear on summation. Hence, with due allowanc<' 
for the difforent scales used, the rele.tively t1moot,h 
curve for world population' seems likely to ho much 
nearer tho ttut.h than Thlovoy's of t.he following 
September. 
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